Cold Snap
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Deborah Craig-Claar

Brightly \( \mathbf{\dot{\mathbf{I}}} \) = ca. 126

Now frost is falling and dusting the trees. Snowflakes are forming and

Duration: approx. 2:15
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lakes start to freeze. Time to wave good-bye to
fall, to fall.

Old Man Winter's come to
call with a cold snap,

Finger snaps

with a cold snap!
North winds are blowing and chilling the air. Mufflers and mittens are chilling the air.

Better go 'n' buy supplies.

Better go 'n' buy, better buy supplies.

Now's the time to winterize for a cold snap,
Deep snow is drifting and covers the hills,
i-cicles hanging beneath window sills. Stay inside where it is warm.

Safe from nature’s bitter storm and the
cold snap,
and the cold snap,
and the cold snap!
*All shiver and say “Brrr!” in rhythm.